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A generalized q-binomial Vandermonde convolution of Sulanke is proved using a generaliza- 
tion of the Durfee square of a partition. 
Bender [4] proved the following generalization of the q-binomial Vandermonde 
convolution: 
k=o Lk J l _  n-k  J n ' 
where for l~<i<n,  A~+I-Ai  is 0 or 1, and the q-binomial coefficient [~ is 
defined for integers n and all real x by [~] = 0 for n <0,  [~] = 1, and for n > O, 
"-~ (q~-' - 1) (2) 
Bender's identity was generalized by Evans [5], who Obtained a formula for the 
difference between the sides of (1) when the restriction on A~÷I-A~ is removed. 
Sulanke [7] generalized Bender's identity in a different direction, using lattice 
paths. 
We prove here a more symmetrical version of Sulanke's identity, using a 
generalization of the concept of the Duffee square of a partition. Although our 
proof is ultimately equivalent to Sulanke's, the connection with partitions uggests 
further generalization and applications. 
A partition ~ of a nonnegative integer l is a (possibly empty) sequence 
)t1~>)t2>~"" "~>Xk Of positive integers with sum l=lxl. The Ferrets graph of )t is 
the set of all pairs (i, ]) of integers with 1 ~< i ~< k and 1 ~<] ~< ~. The points of the 
Ferrers graph are displayed like entries of a matrix; thus the Ferrers graph of 421 
is 
The Durfee square of a partition ,k is the largest square which fits in the upper 
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left corner of the Ferrers graph of h. Thus the partition displayed above has a 
2 x 2 Durfee square. The classical 'Durfee square identity,' 
k•o qk~ 1 (q)~ = (qL '  (3) 
where (q )k=(1-q) (1 -q2)  . . .  (1 -qk) ,  may be proved by counting partitions 
according to the size of their Durfee squares [3, pp. 27-28], [8]. A natural 
generalization is to replace the k × k Durfee squares by k × (k + r) rectangles for 
fixed r; this gives the identity [6]: 
,~ qk(k+r) 1 
k~__o (q~+, .  = (q) . (4) 
Our more general theorems are obtained by using a more general increasing 
sequence of rectangles and by bounding the largest part and number of parts. 
Related generalizations of the Durfee square were utilized by Andrews [1, 2]. 
Theorem. Let ak, bk be nonnegative integers uch that aobo = 0, akbk ~ 0 for k > 0, 
and (ak+l-ak, bk+l -b i t )  is either (0, 1), (1, 0), or (1, 1) [or each k >!0. Then [or all 
integers m ~ ao and n >~ bo, 
<,+,[,,, ,,,<+<,,<+1 
k=o m - ak JL n -  bk J " (5) 
Proot. Let P be the set of partitions whose Ferrers graphs fit inside an m x n 
rectangle; that is, the set of all partitions with at most m parts and largest part at 
most n. It is well known [3, p. 33] that _lxl_ [,,~,] ~'.~eq -- . Note that the formula 
holds for m < 0 since P is then empty. For k > 0 let Pk be the set of partitions in P 
whose Ferrers graphs contain (ak, bk) but not (ak+l, bk+l) and let P0 be the set of 
partitions in P whose Ferrets graphs do not contain (al, bl). To prove the 
theorem it suffices to show that 
E <,'"' =<,=",[" <"< +b'<+'-' It" b'< +<'k+l '1 
x ~e, m - ak J L n - bk J" (6) 
Let h be a partition in Pk- If we remove from the Ferrers graph of h the points 
(i, ]) for which 1 ~ i <~ ak and 1 ~]  <~ bk, the remaining points constitute Ferrets 
graphs of two partitions: in the lower left is a Ferrers graph which fits inside an 
(m - ak) X (b,,+~ - 1) rectangle, and in the upper right is a Ferrers graph which fits 
inside an (n- -bk)x(ak+l- -1)  rectangle. Then (6) follows, since the q-binomial 
coefficients count the partitions in the lower left and upper right. 
Sulanke's proof works with paths which may be identified with the lower 
boundaries of our partitions. Our classification of partitions by their generalized 
Durfee rectangles corresponds to Sulanke's classification of paths by their exit 
point from a certain region. 
As an application of the theorem, fix l and a ~< in, and take ak = a, bk = k for 
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k ~ l, and ak = a + k - l, bk = l for k t> I. Then (5) becomes 
l~21_, q~k[m- -a+k] [  n+a- l -k ]  
k=o [ m--a  J[_ n -k  
+ ,, ,  . 
~=o t m-a -k  JL  n - l  = " (7 )  
The classical Duffee square identities can be obtained as lLrrdting cases of (5). 
For convenience we write tik for ak+l -- 1 and/~k for bk+l - 1. Taking m ----> oo in (5), 
we have 
~=oq %bk [n--bk d-~kl 1 (q )~t  n -bk  j=(q)  . (8) 
Taking n ~ ~ in (8), we have 
k•=o q~b~ 1 (q)a~(q)G~ = (q)®" (9) 
Then (4) is the special case ak = k, bk = k + r of (9). We note that (8) and (9) can 
be proved directly by modifying the proof  of the theorem. 
To obtain Bender 's  and Sulanke's formulas, suppose that bk > n for k suffi- 
ciently large. Then we may rewrite (5) as 
t = °]. k=o L bk+1- I JL n -  bk (10) 
Now a standard polynomial argument (as used by Bender  and Sulanke) shows that 
(10) holds for all real m and ak as long as bo = 0 and the other conditions of the 
theorem hold, except that we no longer require ao ~< m. 
To obtain Bender 's  formula (1) f rom (10), set ak =A"_k+1-n+k,  bk = k, 
m = x -n ,  N= n, and reverse the order of summation. To  obtain Sulanke's 
formula, replace ak by x-  bk, bk by 1 + ak-1, and m by x. 
Now let us set u = qm+l in (10). After  simplification, we obtain 
(u/q~)sk(qa~*O,_b~ (U), q~b, = (11) 
k=o (q)r~(q),-bk (q ) , '  
where (t), = (1 - t)(1 - tq). • • (1 - tq"-l),  and all terms with n - bk <0 are ignored. 
Multiplying (11) by z"(z)® and summing on n, we obtain 
~.. q ~bk (u/q'~ )~ (qa~÷'Z)~Zbk = (UZ)®, (12) 
k =0 (q)~ 
where we have used the q-binomial theorem in the form [3, p. 17] 
~=0 (t)" z "= (tz)® 
(q). (z)®" 
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AS an appl icat ion of  (12), def ine  ak and bk by ak = k and bk = [½k]. Then  the  
te rm cor respond ing  to k = 2] is 
q2i2(U/q2i)i(zq2i+l)=zi/(q) i (u/q2i)i ziq2i2(Z)= ' 
(q)j(zh~+~ 
and similarly, the term corresponding to k = 2] + 1 is 
2i+1 .~. (u/q~+')i .~ ~2~2+3i,_~ 
~"(q) j (z)2i+~ ~ " ~,.)®. 
Thus  we obta in  
(uz)® S" (u/q2i); ziq2i2+ zq ~ (u/q2i+')i  z'q2'~+3'= . (13) 
~-=o (q)j(zhj+~ ~=o (q)i(zh~+~ (zL  
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